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About This Game

Ratergy is a competitive local multiplayer game for family and friends. With its short rounds and its cute rats fighting over a
piece of cheese, it is a family-friendly and suited for casual gaming.

The game deliberately refraines from using violent content and is therefore suited as a humorous game for and with kids. It is a
2-4 player local multiplayer focusing on playing together on a large TV screen or monitor.

Ratergy offers enough action to brighten every party. Through the simple game mechanics and the fast-paced combat rounds, it
is aimed particularly at occasional players and beginners. Expert gamers however have also the opportunity to fight over the

cheese dominance on a strategic level by using game elements such as conveyor belts and power ups. Newbie or advanced player
- it is all about the most efficient tactics to gather cheese!

Game principle

At the beginning of the game, every player chooses a rat nest with two rats. By switching the control between his rats, the player
now tries to be the first to bring 10 pieces of cheese to his nest. He can choose between several levels, which offer a variety of
gaming elements for a more diversified battle over the cheese. The player can use conveyer belts to get faster and activate door

switches to block the way for opposing rats. The usage of power ups such as speed potions, shrinking devices and bombs
guaranties dynamic combats and a lot of fun!
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I mean it's cheaper than buying physical puzzles IRL and it's super relaxing. now I can finally be anime. cant get the game to
work right. this game is very PD2\/Gta\/CSGO feel to it tho it would be even better if had oculas support
. do i have it
\/. Solid gameplay, not enough content. If they add Workshop support I will change my review.
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Lack of content. My specs: 16 Gigs RAM\/ GTX 1070\/ Intel Core i7-7700k\/ HTC VIVE

Cheap demo that cost money unfortunately but I do like what I have played. For now this is something great to buy to show off
your VR to people. If you are looking for a full experience then pass this. It is a very short game preview. It has tons of potential
and looks and feels great to play. It ends right when you were hoping for more. But the game does look stunning. A number
rating would be 5\/10 simply because it is not a game but a demo of some kind. It crashes often but after a few tries I made it to
the end with no issues. I really hope the dev makes this a full game.

The last video in my medley is Mars VR. Fats forward to it or watch all th eotehrs if interested. Enjoy.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/3IBZ_VHyCiE. I can explain trough a wall of text the undeniable quality of Warhammer Fantasy lore, the
controversy behind the Total War Community, the Rome II scandal, the "Rome II now works fine!" "urr durr i don't care it
sucks!11!" post-scandal, the evil corporation trying to squeeze the Warhammer fans with quality content and a final goodbye to
the - recently dead - Fantasy Universe (something that every Mark of Chaos player always dreamed about), but not this time.

For this DLC's review, i will stick to something simple, yet powerful:

SQUIGS

SQUIG HOPPERS. Great game, just needs more players!. In brief Insane is a Logical remake that's not quite there.

Before I get into why I don't recommend Insane I need to talk about Logical. I first played it on the C64 way back in the day. I
really liked three things about: it's puzzle nature, the frenetic action and the musc. Time passed and I moved on from my C64 to
a PC and played the DOS port of logical. It lost something in translation, the music most notably but also the mouse controls
never really felt as good as the C64's weird joystick scheme.

Insane, unfortunately, lost something even further in translation. It's by far the prettiest Logical I've seen and the music is
servicable (not as memorable as the strange sad upbeat music of the original). But...

The problem lies with the controls and the gameplay speed. The locks turn very, very slowly. The Commodore version had
exactly one frame of animation on the diagonal. Those locks could be spun fast, literally about 10 to 15 quarter revolutions a
second. And it was necessary to keep the balls in play as they also rolled around quite quickly.

In insane the balls roll slowly but relatively faster than the locks spin leading to many unintentional bounces and missed catches.

This is further exacebated by the mouse controls. Both the DOS and Amiga versions used a two button scheme. One button to
throw the ball and the other to twist the lock. Insane uses one button to do both, miss clicking is a constant and annoying
problem as there are no cues as to whether the mouse is over the lock or a ball.

Add a little pause to the end of the rotation cycle during which the lock can't be clicked and you have only a slow puzzle game
that rarely executes the expected actions. I hate to write this because I loved Logical and have played many remakes of it over
the years; and collected quite a lot of remixes of it's music.

Insane lacks the speed, the varied backgrounds, the tight controls and even the number of levels of the original. I didn't enjoy it
and it's not a game I can recommend. Sadness.. Operation: Anchorage is the first dlc released for Fallout 3.

The dlc takes place in, like the name suggests, Anchorage, Alaska. A very beautiful mountain landscape, which I personally
really enjoyed.

There is not that much of a story to it, it feels mostly like a regular sidequest, with the only exception that it have it\u2019s own
map. The player walks an almost straight line from point A to point B while fighting Chinese soldiers, to liberate Anchorage.
However, it is still fun and really enjoyable.

The dlc\u2019s gameplay diverse a bit from main game\u2019s. You still shoot people like you do in the main game, but if you
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find yourself low on health or ammo, there will health and ammo dispenser, placed throughout the map, that refills your health
and ammo.

The dlc also adds new weapons and armor, which you will be awarded upon completing it.

Overall, Operation: Anchorage is a fun and enjoyable dlc, that is worth the price tag.. I am conflicted about this game. I played
to completion (12 hours), but I'm not really sure I reccomend it.

Pros:
The story grabbed my interest and wouldn't let go

The magic system is interesting, but could use some flushing out

Music is good, but nothing terribly special

Cons:
The writing isn't very good, the lines often feel like a middle-school drama performance

The battle system more-or-less devolves into "keep CC layered on the enemy until it dies"

The world map and UI are both pretty difficult to navigate

the game switches back-and-forth between 2 parties, but all your gear (including most of your spellcasting ability) stays
equipped to the other party and is unrecoverable. certain areas become nearly impossible if you left the wrong magics equipped
to the other party

Overall I didn't hate it, but there's a *long* list of JRPGs I'd suggest you play first, and only go after this one if you've exhausted
that list. Simple and fun. Cool voice at the beginning of the levels, I advise to purchase!. This Far Harbor is very fun, I lost time
playing Far Harbor and really enjoyed the time spent on it. I recommend Far Harbor solid 9\/10. The best way to explain this
little gem would be: The Closest to the Dragon Age (The good ones) saga you can see in text form.
I won't lie. The amount of choices, the backstories and many of the events that happen in this game are the ones you could
expect from a Bioware Game with little Bethesda touches. And the best part, is that it's good. Really good.
Choices are abundant and every situation must be tackled obeying your strenghts.
Even the realationships follow the same system that Bioware does.
In short: it's amazing, and can entertain you for a looooooooooooooong time.
That, if you like to read and know how to use your imagination.
Well spent money.
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